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John Lewis Hart, also known as Johnny Hart, was an American cartoonist noted as the creator of the comic strip B.C.
and co-creator (with Brant Parker) of the strip The Wizard of Id.

Where the Hell is Matt? The video garnered popularity on the video sharing site YouTube. There are now five
major videos plus two outtakes and several background videos on YouTube. Matt dances alone in the first
videos. In others join with him doing the dance "jig"; in he does the Diski Dance in South Africa. In he works
with other dancers, sometimes using a local dance or another dance step. You wake up in your apartment
bubble, you get in your car bubble, you go to your work bubble, you get in your car, and then you go to you
know, whatever, the outdoor shopping plaza bubble, back in your car bubble, back in your apartment bubble.
The videos were uploaded to his website for friends and family to enjoy. After completing a second journey to
Africa in , Harding edited together 15 dance scenes, all with him center frame, with the background music "
Sweet Lullaby " by Deep Forest. The original song uses samples from a dying Solomon Islands language
which was recorded in by a French ethnomusicologist at the Solomon Islands near Papua New Guinea. The
song, "Rorogwela" was sung by a young woman named Afunakwa. The video was passed around by e-mail
and eventually became viral, with his server getting 20, or more hits a day as it was discovered, generally
country by country due to language barriers, before the launch of major video upload sites. Harding created a
second version of the video in , with additional dancing scenes from subsequent travels, called "Dancing ". At
the request of Stride , a gum brand, he accepted sponsorship [5] of this video, since he usually travels on a
limited budget. The evident advertising only comes with two Stride logo watermarked scenes halfway into the
video and a final credit. For his newest video Harding had developed a listserv for every country from which
he received an email, created a digital sign-up sheet for visit requests, and notified people when he would
come to their country. Released on June 20, , the third video is the product of 14 months of traveling in 42
countries. His "Where the Hell is Matt? The video features Matt and many others dancing in 71 locations,
comprising 55 countries and 11 US states. This sense of possibility is essential in contemporary society as
even not-for-profit public institutions â€” including universities and philanthropic organizations â€” seek out
sponsorship from multinational corporations. Via social media, he also broadcast the places where he would
be dancing and invited netizens to participate in the making of his new video. By October , he has finished his
global dancing tour and is finalizing the edit of the video.
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Publication history[ edit ] B. Cast of characters[ edit ] Character inspiration[ edit ] Hart was inspired to draw
cavemen and many other creatures through the chance suggestion of one of his coworkers at General Electric ,
and took to the idea "because they are a combination of simplicity and the origin of ideas. The animal
characters include dinosaurs , ants and an anteater , clams , a snake , a turtle and bird duo, and an apteryx
presented in the strip as being the sole surviving specimen, and hence self-aware of its being doomed to
extinction. Human characters[ edit ] B. A reluctant arbiter of congeniality with an unswerving devotion to the
domination of men. Animals and other non-human characters[ edit ] John the Turtle and the Dookie Bird: Hart
actually drew something of a hybrid â€”with the long ears of an aardvark and the bushy tail of a giant anteater.
This character was the inspiration for Peter the Anteater , the University of California, Irvine team mascot.
Sometimes called Gronk, which is the only sound he makes although he can talk fluently in recent strips.
Clams are also the preferred unit of currency in B. Various incidental ants, including a schoolteacher and her
students. Seldom-used or one-shot human characters[ edit ] Although the strip seldom expands its human cast
outside of the established group of characters, there are a few exceptions. There have been a few exceptions to
this, however, with a few additional human characters seen from time to time, even if only once. Anno
Domini, or A. His name is arguably a riff on B. He dresses as a caveman very much like the rest of the
characters, but has a thick mustache and a stereotypical Italian accent, assuming a bit of a take on Christopher
Columbus. He befriends Peter in the "new world. He is a friend of A. He dresses more like a somewhat
stereotyped Indian than a caveman, and at one point even specifically states that he is an American Indian. His
name is a spoof of the name Pocahontas. Setting[ edit ] The characters live, for the most part, in caves, in what
appears to be a barren, mountainous desert by an unidentified sea. Background detail is often limited to a
simple horizon line broken up by the occasional silhouettes of a stray volcano or cloud. Originally, the strip
was set firmly in prehistoric times, with the characters clearly living in an era untouched by modernity.
Typical plotlines, for example, include B. Thor was also seen making calendars out of stone every December.
Other characters attempt to harness fire or to discover an unexplored territory, like Peter trying to find the
"new world" by crossing the ocean on a raft. As time went on the strip began to mine humor from having the
characters make explicit references to modern-day current events , inventions , and celebrities. Near Christmas
time, the apteryx, dressed as Santa Claus , modified his usual spiel: Format and style[ edit ] B. Occasionally it
will run an extended sequence on a given theme over a week or two. The principal cast is small and varied,
with each character imbued with a developed personality. To cause something or someone to swing or sway,
principally by hitting them with it! What the father of the bride asks after seeing the wedding estimate! One
such periodic recurring gag has Peter communicating with an unseen pen-pal on the other side of the ocean,
writing a message on a slab of rock that he floats off into the horizon. It is invariably returned the same way,
with a sarcastic reply written on the reverse side. In interviews, Hart referred to his strip as a "ministry"
intended to mix religious themes with secular humor. Easter strips in and , for example, prompted editorial
reaction from a handful of U. The American Jewish Committee termed the Easter strip, which depicted the last
words of Jesus Christ and a menorah transforming into a cross, "religiously offensive" and "shameful. Hart
responded to the controversy, saying "This comic was in no way intended to be a message against Islam â€”
subliminal or otherwise Other controversy[ edit ] The B. John Hart Studios received many angry responses
from readers and issued an apology on their website. The characters appeared in animated commercials for the
U. In the last half of the s, the BC characters were used in commercials for Marathon gasoline. The production
features "an experienced team of film veterans" from big companies including Walt Disney Animation Studios
, Pixar , Illumination Entertainment , Nickelodeon and more. Open , took place every summer in Endicott,
New York through the final scheduled B. Each year Johnny would bring in a group of cartoonists to play in
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the Pro-Am. The Broome County parks department [21] features Gronk the dinosaur as their mascot, and Thor
riding a wheel graces every Broome County Transit bus. In the past, Hart has also left his mark on the logos of
the Broome Dusters and B.
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Each case begins with the player being alerted that a spectacular theft has been committed. The culprit travels
through a series of different destinations in an attempt to shake off any pursuers, so the player will have to
continue tracking the thief for some time. The game continues in this manner until the player catches up with
the culprit, at which point the thief is arrested, and if the warrant is correct, the player puts the thief in ACME
prison. On the final case, the perpetrator is revealed to be Carmen herself, and the game ends after the player
successfully captures her and is inducted into the ACME Hall of Fame. Word Detective and Math Detective
involves the player infiltrating V. The final mission of the game involves the player to track down Carmen in
similar to the traditional formula, although the player does not construct a warrant. Name[ edit ] The character
of Carmen Sandiego was invented in by writer David Siefkin, who drafted the first script of the game for
Broderbund beside the Strawberry Canyon swimming pool of the University of California at Berkeley.
Carmen was just one of several villains in the original script. She was chosen for the title role by the early
project manager Katherine Bird because her name suggested mystery and exoticism, as well as humor. Siefkin
departed the project shortly after writing the first script to become a Foreign Service Officer for the U. This
style of word play was also present, in varying degrees, in all three Carmen Sandiego television shows. Gag
names "Hardley Worthit", "Rob M. Even as the games began to abandon their original formula, this word play
was still retained. Her thieves have also been known to steal geographic features and even nonexistent map
features such as the Mason-Dixon line. Some thefts were even non sequiturs based on word play, such as
"robbing the banks of the Nile ," or plays on the word "steal" such as "stealing the show. Where in the World
Is Carmen Sandiego? In order to make an arrest the user must have a warrant and, obviously, it has to be the
correct warrant. The player begins the game by first going to the city and country where the crime took place,
and then obtains hints from the bystanders on where the thief went next, leading them on a chase around the
world to find the thief before they "get away. The deluxe version was released in and featured additional
animation and a reworked interface. Sarah Nade was added to this version of Carmen Sandiego Software. The
windows version was later re-released as Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? The reboot version was
released in with a new gameplay interface and animated characters. Where in the U. In order to make an
arrest, the user must have a warrant and, obviously, it has to be the correct warrant. The user gets information
from the bystanders on where the thief went next and what the thief looks like. Where in Europe Is Carmen
Sandiego?
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B. C. Where the Hell Is Heck. About BookLovers of Bath. BookLovers of Bath is based in a real shop, Fact or Fable, in
Peasedown St. John near Bath. The shop stock is.
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